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This group of skilled young 

‘operatives’ has been covertly using 
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Talented 12 profile illustrations by Richard C. Smith 

S
ecret agent James Bond (aka 

007) has saved the world so 

many times, he makes it look 

easy. What the extraordinary 

young scientists profiled 

in this issue will tell you is, in 

reality, it’s anything but.

of esteemed advisers, last year’s 
winners, and our editorial board for 
nominees who looked promising. 
And we accepted nominations from 
you, dear readers, via an online 
form. Then we investigated and 
evaluated each prospect, age 42 or 
younger, to see whether they had 
what it takes to make our elite team.

You’ll want to keep an eye on 
these agents. We expect them to 
help safeguard the planet for fu-
ture generations. And unlike James 
Bond, they won’t need Q to outfit 
them with exotic gadgets for saving 
the world. They can build their own. 

Welcome to the second annual 
Talented 12 issue, in which we’re 
blowing the covers of a group of 
top-notch chemistry “operatives” 
whose mission it is to solve some of 
the world’s most diabolical scien-
tific problems. This group is moni-
toring our food supply for contam-
inants, tackling unyielding diseases 
such as Alzheimer’s, and finding 
better ways to convert sunlight into 
electricity.

Finding these rising stars wasn’t 
easy (they’ve been undercover, 
duh). During a months-long pro-
cess, we picked the brains of a panel 

More 
online

Find interactive 
features and nominate 
next year’s Talented 12 at 
talented12.cenmag.org.
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 Research at a glance

  Austin and her grad school colleagues designed coated 
gold nanoparticles that congregate at cell nuclei (shown 
in the optical photograph). There, the particles enhance 
Raman scattering signals, such as those from the break-
down of DNA or proteins, that can indicate cell health or 
response to drug treatment. 

Lauren 
Austin
Codename:

Cellular Surveillant

Vitals
Current affiliation  : 
Merck & Co. 
    Age:  30 
    Ph.D. alma mater:  Georgia 
Institute of Technology 
Role model:  Austin chose 
two. She says Mostafa A. 
El-Sayed, her Ph.D. adviser, 
taught her how to follow her 
scientific creativity and never 
give up. And she says Petra 
B. Krauledat, a biochemist 
and biotech entrepreneur she 
collaborated with as a post-
doc, “showed me how excit-
ing working in industry could 
be and how to be a strong 
female scientific figure.”
 Advice for young scien-
tists:  “Never give up and 
don’t let the day-to-day ex-
perimental setbacks discour-
age you. We learn best from 
our failures, so in science we 
learn a lot.” 

L
auren Austin admits her college 
experience was a little different: 
While hurdling the challenges 
inherent to a chemistry degree, 

she was also striving to become a world-class 
runner. But she wouldn’t have had it any other 
way. “If I had to focus on one or the other, I 
probably would have gone crazy,” she says.

    Austin attended the University of Central 
Florida (UCF) so she could keep working with 
her high school track coach—her father. Her 
goal was to land a spot running the 800-meter 
event for the U.S. Olympic team in Beijing.

    It was also at UCF that Austin met   Qun Huo , 
a chemist who became Austin’s undergrad 
adviser. Working with Huo, Austin discovered 
a passion for nanoscience that would steer her 
to the labs of Georgia Institute of Technology’s 
  Mostafa A. El-Sayed  as a graduate student.

    While working with El-Sayed, Austin 
helped develop ways to peer inside living 
cells to unravel complex biological interac-
tions. She and her colleagues designed gold 
nanoparticles that seek out cell nuclei and, 
once there, enhance Raman scattering signals.

    These signals reveal real-time changes 
in biomolecules that are characteristic of 
healthy, diseased, or drug-treated cells. This 
information could potentially guide efforts 
to create diagnostics, find drug targets, or un-
derstand if a drug candidate is working.

    Austin possesses a rare combination of cre-
ativity, passion, and intellect, says El-Sayed, 
adding that these will be useful traits for bol-
stering the bionanotechnology portfolio of 
Austin’s new employer, Merck & Co. “I really 
hope they realize what they have in her,” he 
says.

    Austin just started her career as a senior 
scientist at Merck, but is eager to bring her 
expertise to the pharmaceutical pipeline, for 
instance, by invoking nanoscience to improve 
drug delivery or drug screening methods.

    Austin didn’t make the 2008 Olympic 
team, but she says that helped prepare her 
to persevere through the realities of science. 
“Ninety-nine percent of the time, something 
doesn’t work out,” she says. “I can handle 
that.”  —  MATT DAVENPORT   
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 Research at a glance
  Organic solar cells contain electron donors and acceptors sandwiched between elec-
trodes. These electron-shu!  ing groups can either exist in separate layers or within the 
same molecule. Campos’s group develops donors and acceptors that work together to 
generate two pairs of electronic charge carriers (right) from a single photon of sun-
light—a boost in e"  ciency compared with conventional materials (le#  and bottom). 

Luis 
Campos
Codename:

Electron-Doubling Agent

Vitals
Current affiliation:   
Columbia University 
    Age:  38 
    Ph.D. alma mater:  Universi-
ty of California, Los Angeles
   Role model:  Campos named 
his materials mentors Craig 
Hawker and Miguel Gar-
cia-Garibay. “They taught me 
to believe in the potential of 
students and, importantly, 
that this job is fun.” 
    In a world without chemis-
try, I would be:  “an architect 
or have any career related to 
art. Or a chef.” 

  W
hen organic materials chemist   Luis 
Campos  was growing up, his mother, 
who worked at a biochemistry lab, 
told him he could become anything 

he wanted—as long as it wasn’t a couch potato.
    He has not disappointed. Campos is one of 

the most talented young organic chemists in 
academia, says his postdoc adviser, materials 
mastermind   Craig Hawker  of the University of 
California, Santa Barbara. “He’s a trailblazer,” 
Hawker says.

    Even the   molecules  and materials Campos 
and his team develop overachieve. For example, 
his lab has created light-responsive materials 
that generate two pairs of charge-carriers when 
struck by a single photon. Conventional solar 
cells, by contrast, generate at most one pair of 
charge-carriers per photon.

    The two-for-one materials could translate into 
organic solar cells that better convert sunlight 
into electricity. These solar cells can be easily 
made by printing organic materials directly 
onto low-cost substrates, such as plastics, which 
means they can be used in ways that rigid silicon 
cells can only dream about: as flexible power sup-
plies or as energy-harvesting windows, for exam-
ple. But the lackluster efficiency of organic cells 
has stymied their widespread adoption.

    The higher efficiency materials being devel-
oped by the Campos group perform a type of 
quantum mechanical maneuver known as singlet 
fission. When a photon excites an electronic sin-
glet state, the material can split it into two triplet 
states.

    Although Campos didn’t discover this pro-
cess, he has developed materials with   remarkable 
dispositions  for achieving singlet fission, notably 
his so-called “push-pull” copolymers and oligoa-
cene-based materials.

    Preparing the next generation of trailblazers 
is as important to Campos as designing next-gen 
materials. Campos has prioritized his students’ 
development as scientists above the results they 
produce. As a result, his clever and energetic 
students have become more engaged and more 
comfortable exploring their creativity in the 
lab, he says. “The most rewarding part of the job 
is working with the members of my group.”  —
  MATT DAVENPORT   
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Among the many materials Chapman has studied 
with Argonne’s high-energy X-rays are metal-organic 
framework (MOF) compounds. She discovered that 
at increasing pressures, a particular MOF can trap 
radioactive I 2  gas. To monitor this type of transition, 
she measures the X-rays scattered from the sample, 
plotting the data as a pair distribution function (top 
right). The colors in the graph indicate the probability 
of fi nding atoms separated by a given distance, and 
peaks correspond to observed bond lengths. 

 Research at a glance

Karena 
Chapman
Codename:

X-ray Manipulator

Vitals
Current affiliation:    Argonne 
National Laboratory 
    Age:  35 
    Ph.D. alma mater:  Universi-
ty of Sydney 
    Role model:  Chapman chose 
acquaintance Clare P. Grey, 
a materials chemist at the 
University of Cambridge: 
“She undertakes careful and 
thoughtful experiments to 
address important funda-
mental questions while also 
serving as a great mentor 
who is always willing to make 
time to talk science or give 
advice.” 
    In a world without chemis-
try, I would be:  a musician, 
an architect, or a writer. 
“Finding the best design or 
composition seems immense-
ly satisfying.” 

  F
iguring out how complex ma-
terials work—and then making 
them work better—often re-
quires exposing the chemical 

secrets hidden deep inside.
    Getting a close view of a material’s atomic 

structure helps scientists see how a drug hits 
its target, reveal how a lobster’s shell forms, or 
learn about the super-fast chemical reactions 
inside a cordless drill battery.

    But the ability to capture that level of detail is 
extremely rare. Not only can Karena Chapman 
do it, she helps other scientists do it too. She is 
in charge of the   high-energy X-ray beamline  at 
Argonne National Laboratory and has spent the 
past decade developing its capabilities.

    Researchers from around the globe bring 
their samples—zeolites, battery electrodes, 
nanoparticles, and pharmaceuticals—to the 
world-class synchrotron facility at Argonne 
to learn how, when, and where atomic bonds 
form and how chemical reactions proceed un-
der real-world pressures and temperatures.

    Answering those questions is worth trav-
eling for. As a grad student doing crystallog-
raphy in Australia, Chapman jumped at the 
chance to conduct short bouts of experiments 
at Argonne. The facility is in high demand, so 
visiting researchers who’ve managed to secure 
a time slot to use the beamline are under pres-
sure to make the most of their 36 or 48 hours of 
access by revising their experiments on the fly. 
“It’s science for adrenalin junkies,” she says.

    That scientific rush brought Chapman back 
to Argonne for a postdoc in 2005. She never 
left. Now a leading materials researcher, she 
has made discoveries about how high-power 
electrode materials work and ways to manipu-
late and improve gas-capturing metal-organic 
framework compounds.

    In her collaborations with other scientists, 
Chapman dives in when an experiment needs 
finesse and will push the boundaries of what 
the beamline can do, says John Parise, profes-
sor of geosciences at Stony Brook University. 
“She is very clever at designing experiments 
and has a passion to get results. Everyone 
wants to come work with Karena.”  —  MELODY 
BOMGARDNER   
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 Research at a glance
  Estrada and his colleagues at Genentech designed compounds that target the Parkinson’s 
disease-linked protein LRRK2. To sneak these inhibitors (some shown here) past the 
blood-brain barrier, the researchers had to build them so they balanced opposing needs: 
metabolic stability, which o! en requires spreading polarity across a molecule, and equal 
brain distribution, which favors nonpolar molecules. 

Anthony 
Estrada
Codename:

Med Chem Marksman

Vitals
  Current affiliation:      Denali 
Therapeutics 
    Age:  35 
    Ph.D. alma mater:  University 
of California, San Diego 
    Role model:  former UCLA 
head coach John Wooden. 
“He has taught me to always 
be prepared, to pay attention 
to details, and to be a realistic 
optimist.”
 Advice for young scientists: 
“As a scientist you will inevi-
tably fail far more times than 
you will succeed. If you are 
not making mistakes, then 
you are not doing anything. 
Run the experiment!” 

  A
nthony Estrada prides himself 
on never being outworked. A 
relic from his college basketball 
days, that fierce determination 

has taken on new weight as he tries to tackle 
the most notoriously tough area of drug dis-
covery: neuroscience.

    It was while still focused on college basket-
ball that Estrada first discovered chemistry. 
After seeing his high school grades, a counsel-
or at the University of La Verne matched him 
with chemistry professor Namphol Sinkaset. 
“I was in his office 24/7, asking to do exper-
iments, talking about chemistry nonstop,” 
Estrada recalls of his undergrad adviser.

    Sinkaset introduced him to famed organic 
chemist K.C. Nicolaou’s “Classics in Total Syn-
thesis.” Reading the textbook, Estrada was so 
taken with the idea of building complex mole-
cules that after college he joined Nicolaou’s lab 
at the University of California, San Diego.

    Former UCSD labmates remember Estrada 
as “a rock star” grad student who played a crit-
ical role in cracking the synthesis of thiostrep-
ton, an antibiotic with a whopping 10 rings, 11 
peptide bonds, and 17 stereogenic centers.

    Estrada then went straight to a job at Ge-
nentech, where he soon landed in the neuro-
science group. It was a good fit: The knotty 
problem of designing molecules to overcome 
the biological, physical, and chemical chal-
lenges of the brain was perfect for the deter-
mined chemist.

    At Genentech, Estrada worked on small 
molecules to block LRRK2, a protein that so 
far has the best-known genetic ties to Par-
kinson’s disease. The series of compounds is 
now helping elucidate the role of the protein 
and inform future drug discovery efforts.

    Last year, Estrada jumped to Denali Thera-
peutics, a closely watched biotech started by 
an elite crew of Genentech scientists. Denali 
is taking fresh approaches to Alzheimer’s, 
Parkinson’s, and ALS—diseases that have 
stymied even the best drug hunters. Estrada 
is undaunted. The resiliency he learned in 
sports is keeping him focused on overcoming 
the industry’s earlier failures, he says: “I don’t 
give up.”  —  LISA JARVIS   



Lauren Austin
Lancaster, PA
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Guadalajara, Mexico

Anthony Estrada
La Verne, CA
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Paysandu, Uruguay

Bill Morandi
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Frankenmuth, MI
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Louisville, KY

Alex Spokoyny
Moscow, Russia

Home 

Sweet 

Home

Our 12 have come from 

spots across the globe

Here’s when our 12 

decided to be chemists

As a
teenager

50%
In college

33%

Between ages
1 and 12

17%
33

Average age

457
Number of

peer-reviewed

papers

50
Number of

patents

filed

7
Number of

languages 

spoken

Chemistry (English)
Chimie (French)
Química (Spanish)

!"#(Chinese)
Химия (Russian)

Chemie (German)
Química (Portuguese)

Here’s who inspired our 

12 most in their careers

Note: Numbers do not sum to 

100% because of rounding.

Ph.D. adviser

42%
Parent/family 

25%

Other 

17%
Peer/collegue 

17%

Talented 12 by the numbers
Here’s how this year’s 
class stacks up
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Karena Chapman
Canberra, Australia

Daniel Fitzpatrick
Auckland, New Zealand

Lili He
Hangzhou, China

Ke Xu
Ya’an, China

What they’re reading now

Karena Chapman: "Quench Your Own Thirst: Business Lessons Learned Over a Beer or Two"

Daniel Fitzpatrick: "A Line in the Sand: The Anglo-French Struggle for the Middle East, 1914–1948"

Bill Morandi: "Freakonomics: A Rogue Economist Explores the Hidden Side of 

Everything"

Alison Narayan: "The Oath: The Obama White House and 

The Supreme Court"

Renã Robinson: "The Best Yes: Making Wise Decisions 

in the Midst of Endless Demands"

Alex Spokoyny: Elizabeth Warren's "A Fighting Chance"

Lauren Austin: Track & Field News

Juan Pablo Maianti: “The Martian”

Ke Xu: Nature Methods

Anthony Estrada: "Fierce Conversations: Achieving 

Success at Work and in Life, One Conversation at a Time"

Luis Campos: "The Drunken Botanist: The Plants 

that Create the World's Great Drinks"

Lili He: proposals and students' manuscripts

More online
Adolf von Baeyer is an 

academic ancestor common to many 
of this year’s Talented 12. To see all 
of our operatives’ academic family 
trees, visit cenm.ag/t12family.
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 Research at a glance
Fitzpatrick has designed an automated synthesis apparatus that can be controlled via the 
internet, from anywhere in the world. He has used the setup to self-optimize conditions for 
converting an alcohol to an alkyl bromide, as well as for several other reactions. 

Daniel 
Fitzpatrick
Codename:

Reaction Hacker

Vitals
Current affiliation:   
University of Cambridge 
    Age:  23 
    Undergrad alma mater: 
University of Auckland 
    Role model:  Bill Gates. He had 
the vision to change the world 
with technology and has used 
the financial rewards from his 
ventures to better the world 
through the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation, Fitzpatrick says. 
    Advice for young scientists:  
“Question the establishment. 
If someone tells you your idea 
won’t work, try to prove them 
wrong. Put in lots of effort and 
see where it gets you.” 

  S
ome of the best ideas are born 
out of boredom or frustration. 
When   Daniel Fitzpatrick  started 
his graduate work in   Steven Ley ’s 

lab at the University of Cambridge, he was 
assigned a chemical synthesis project. Fitz-
patrick, who had just moved halfway around 
the world from his native New Zealand, found 
much of the work repetitive and dull.

    Setting up numerous reactions for opti-
mization and then working each one up “was 
taking a huge amount of time, but it didn’t 
require any sort of intellectual thought on 
my part,” he recalls. He thought, “In other 
areas these sorts of repetitive tasks have been 
relegated to machines, so I’m sure it could 
happen in this case too.”

    Within a year of joining the lab, Fitz-
patrick built a reaction setup that could be 
monitored remotely, and then he connected 
the hardware to an internet-powered control 
system. He was now free to monitor his reac-
tion and change parameters anywhere he had 
an internet connection—at home, in the pub, 
or on some sandy beach thousands of kilo-
meters away. He’s since tweaked the system 
so it can optimize reactions on its own, send 
updates via text message, or even shut itself 
down automatically if the reaction tempera-
ture suddenly spikes at 2 AM.

    Ley says Fitzpatrick’s software and hard-
ware control systems “have the potential to 
completely revamp the way work is carried 
out in an R&D laboratory.”

    Fitzpatrick has always liked tinkering with 
computers, even though he’s had no formal 
programming training. A few years ago, after 
finding the software the Ley lab was using to 
keep track of chemicals clunky, he decided 
to create a better system. That led to his first 
start-up, which he launched at age 21: Chem-
Inventory (  cheminventory.net ). The soft-
ware is now used by more than 350 groups in 
53 countries.

    Fitzpatrick still has a year before he finish-
es his Ph.D., but he has yet to decide whether 
he’ll apply his inventiveness to industry, aca-
demia, or even another start-up.  —  BETHANY 
HALFORD   
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 Research at a glance

Lili He
Codename:

Contaminant Catcher

Vitals
Current affiliation:   
University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst 
    Age:  34 
    Ph.D. alma mater:  Universi-
ty of Missouri, Columbia 
    Role model:  Christy Haynes, 
a collaborator at the Universi-
ty of Minnesota, who He says 
expertly juggles a successful 
career and a growing family 
    In a world without chemis-
try, I would be:  “an environ-
mental scientist, chef, or I’d 
work at an animal shelter.”  

  W
e’ve all been there: eating some-
thing that we think is delicious 
in the moment, only to be taken 
down by a full-on intestinal 

apocalypse an hour or two later. It wasn’t 
obvious that a pathogen lurked in the food 
we chowed, just like it’s not obvious when 
other contaminants such as pesticides and 
nanoparticles end up on dinner plates.

    Regulators, researchers, and the general 
public are increasingly concerned about 
these kinds of food pollutants. But it’s not 
like you can avoid the risk by simply not eat-
ing, quips   Lile He , a food chemist at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, Amherst.

    Drawn to using chemistry to study some-
thing as fundamental to everyday life as food, 
He set out during her Ph.D. to find promis-
ing analytical technologies to monitor and 
analyze food contaminants. She struck gold 
with surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 
(SERS), a technique that uses laser light to 
detect signals from individual molecules in-
side a complex sample by observing their vi-
brational and rotational motions. The meth-
od uses metallic nanoparticles to boost weak 
signals—up to 10,000 times—allowing He to 
identify minuscule amounts of problematic 
chemicals among food’s messy mixture of 
molecules.

    Since starting her own labs, He has pio-
neered a SERS technique for studying the 
depth at which pesticides can penetrate spin-
ach leaves. Regulators worry that washing 
the leaves might not be enough to get rid of 
pesticides, potentially exposing consumers 
to harmful levels of the chemicals.

    He is also developing SERS methods to 
measure and monitor dangerous bacteria and 
unwanted nanomaterials in food. Both the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Food 
& Drug Administration have put calls out for 
techniques that can identify nanoparticles 
that enter food from pesticides, packaging, 
and food additives, and He wants to prove 
that SERS is the right choice.

    In the long term, He imagines helping to 
build a miniaturized SERS cell phone add-on 
that would allow people to look for unwanted 
pesticides, microbes, or nanomaterials in 
food. This could put the power to do food 
safety checks in the hands of concerned con-
sumers.  —  SARAH EVERTS   

  Lili He has shown that surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 
(SERS) can be used to monitor food contamination. As shown here, 
she observes that SERS, which can amplify molecular signals with 
nanoparticles, tracks the depth of penetration of pesticides such as 
thiabendazole in spinach, a concern because many 
people assume pesticides are removed by washing. 
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Insulin

Glucagon

Insulin-degrading enzyme

Selective
inhibitors

Juan Pablo 
Maianti
Codename:

Disease Decipherer

Vitals
Current affiliation:        stealth 
biotech (it’s still top secret)
   Age:  33
   Ph.D. alma mater:  Harvard 
University
   Role model:  “Researchers 
who seamlessly navigate the 
interface of chemistry and 
multiple other fields with 
unbound scientific curiosity.” 
Maianti couldn’t pick one 
particular person but points 
to influential meetings and 
lectures with chemical biol-
ogy superstars Christopher 
Walsh, Stuart Schreiber, and 
Peter Schultz.
   Advice for young scien-
tists:  “It’s OK to be human: 
love, eat, sleep, exercise. In 
principle, we all started doing 
science because it made us 
happy; that seems like a good 
principle to uphold.”  

  W
hether you’ve eaten a chunk of 
bread, a spoonful of honey, or a 
bite of steak, your endocrine sys-
tem magically adapts to the vari-

ous levels of sugar flooding your bloodstream. 
Except, of course, when the magic fails. Type 2 
diabetes occurs when our bodies stop being able 
to properly use insulin, the peptide tasked with 
lowering blood sugar after meals.

    Juan Pablo Maianti hopes to restore that 
balance. He’s devoted the past several years to 
exploring the biology and chemistry of insu-
lin-degrading enzyme (IDE), which, since its 
discovery in 1949, has been bandied about as a 
potentially important diabetes drug target. 

    While a graduate student in David Liu’s lab at 
Harvard University, Maianti developed the first 
true IDE inhibitor and then led mouse studies 
of the compound that   upended 60 years  of con-
ventional wisdom about IDE. As hoped, the ani-
mal studies showed his IDE inhibitor slowed in-
sulin breakdown, thereby lowering blood sugar; 
however, the studies also revealed that IDE acts 
on two other hormones, amylin and glucagon. 

    Because glucagon raises glucose levels while 
insulin lowers them, Maianti was faced with 
a daunting new task: With just three months 
until his thesis defense, he needed to come up 
with substrate-selective IDE inhibitors—that 
is, compounds that would slow insulin degra-
dation while allowing glucagon breakdown to 
proceed as usual. He did it.

    Designing complex compounds is an impres-
sive feat. But what has made Maianti “arguably 
the most talented student I’ve had,” Liu says, 
is his ability to also orchestrate all of the other 
aspects of a drug discovery campaign—from 
chemical synthesis through animal studies. 

    Maianti is now trying to turn his substrate-se-
lective inhibitors into drugs. Together with Liu 
and former Harvard colleague Alan Saghatelian, 
he’s founded a stealth biotech firm that is rais-
ing money while Maianti works to tweak and 
test compounds.

    “I didn’t really think I would end up creating 
a new company,” Maianti says. “But once this 
opportunity was in front of me, I realized that 
even if I lived 30 different alternative lives, this 
wouldn’t come up again.”  —  LISA JARVIS   

 Research at a glance
  Maianti and his collaborators not only designed the 
fi rst compounds that block insulin-degrading enzyme, 
a prized diabetes target, they also made those inhibi-
tors selective: The compounds slow the breakdown of 
insulin in mice but don’t interfere with the enzyme’s 
breakdown of another important hormone, glucagon. 
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 Research at a glance
  Morandi and his team invent new reactions with an 
emphasis on sustainability. As depicted in this comic, the 
team developed a reaction that uses a nickel catalyst to 
shi!  hydrogen cyanide between two molecules, allowing 
them to avoid the dangerous chemical. 

Bill 
Morandi
Codename:

Molecule Machinist

Vitals
Current affiliation:   
Max Planck Institute for 
Kohlenforschung
 Age:  33
 Ph.D. alma mater:  ETH 
Zurich
 Role model:  1963 Nobel 
Prize winner Karl Ziegler. 
He focused on fundamental 
research without thinking 
about applications, Morandi 
says. But, when his scientific 
curiosity led him to discover 
a method to generate poly-
ethylene under low pressure, 
he recognized the immense 
potential.
 Advice for young scientists: 
 “Focus on something you 
enjoy doing, surround your-
self with smart (and critical) 
friends, don’t take yourself 
too seriously, and treat all 
your colleagues with respect.” 

A
s a synthetic organic chemist, 
Bill Morandi is in the business of 
making molecules. But Morandi 
admits he’s not interested in 

the long, slow game of constructing complex 
natural products or pharmaceuticals. He 
prefers a faster pace. This, after all, is a man 
who used to play table tennis competitively.

    To achieve speedy results in the lab, Mo-
randi invents new chemical reactions. In 
particular, Morandi and   his research group 
at the Max Planck Institute for Kohlen-
forschung  want to give chemists new 
ways to add or remove valuable functional 
groups from molecules. Such reactions, he 
explains, can transform compounds that 
might otherwise be wasted into valuable 
feedstocks. For example, he has found ways 
to add complexity to simple compounds 
derived from petroleum and strip down 
complicated ones derived from biomass. 

    “Functional groups really determine 
what a molecule will do and what kind of 
properties it will have,” Morandi explains. 
Being able to selectively add these groups 
or take them away lets chemists make valu-
able molecules from more mundane ones.

    With this aim in mind, Morandi’s team 
developed a reaction that selectively plucks 
off one alcohol group from a molecule that 
bears two adjacent alcohol groups. They 
also figured out a way to   add hydrogen cya-
nide across a double bond  without actually 
using the dangerous chemical, providing 
a safer alternative for this workhorse re-
action. And Morandi doesn’t just focus on 
safer reactions; he also emphasizes sustain-
ability: All his lab’s transformations devel-
oped to date use inexpensive earth-abun-
dant catalysts.

    Morandi’s novel catalytic reactions 
transform widely available chemicals into 
more precious compounds, notes Benja-
min List, a colleague of Morandi’s at Max 
Planck. List says: “It may well be this kind 
of research in catalysis that will ultimately 
provide answers to the challenges of our 
time, such as energy, health, and transpor-
tation.”  —  BETHANY HALFORD   
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Laboratory Loves
 We asked our secret agents which gadgets 

they can’t live without in the lab. 

DANIEL    Fitzpatrick: 
Raspberry Pi
   “It’s a great little [do-it-yourself] computer that lets me 
 control all my lab equipment remotely, collect data from pretty 
much anything ... and what’s best of all is it only costs £28!”

Alison    Narayan: ultraperformance 
liquid chromatograph
   “It’s our go-to instrument for analyzing small-scale
biocatalytic reactions .”

REnÃ    Robinson: 
Orbitrap mass 
spectrometer
   Robinson says it’s the 
primary technique used in 
her lab to carry out large-
scale analysis of proteins.

ALEX    Spokoyny: 
Sharpie
   This simple but beloved tool
enables his lab members to draw 
molecules and other doodles
on their fume hood sashes
for discussion .

Luis    Campos: 
personal 
protective 
equipment
   Safety first. Campos values this
gear for keeping himself and his
team members out of harm’s way.

HE XU:    microscopE
   Xu says this is “a deceptively 
simple technology” that’s quite 
sophisticated in what it does.
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Karena   Chapman: Kapton
   Chapman uses this X-ray transparent polymer—available in 
forms such as tape and foam—for doing things like building 
sample holders and constructing battery membranes.

 Name That Machine

  Using the hashtag   #machinegoesping , 

scientists on Twitter shared 

the nicknames of their lab 

equipment back in March. Now, 

some of our operatives have 

revealed the codenames for their 

own beloved lab gadgets. 

Daniel     Fitzpatrick
   Fume hood: Captain McBeepy

Alison    Narayan
   Freezers: Freezy Puff Jr., Snowcone, Snowpocalypse, 
Lil’ Chill, Freezy McFreezer Face, and Freezer 4

Alex    Spokoyny
   Microwave reactor: Jigglypuff

Juan    Pablo Maianti
   Duo of DNA sequencers: Calvin and Hobbes

He    Xu
   Superresolution fluorescence microscope: Tardis 

Lauren    Austin: 
calculator
   Austin hearts her “old school” TI-83 
calculator. “It’s been with me since high 
school and has helped me through a lot of 
exams and experiments.”

Juan    Pablo Maianti: 
DNA sequencers and 
mass spectrometers
   “Definitely some of the most 
impactful instruments that have 
enabled chemical biology as we 
know it over the past decade.”

Anthony    Estrada and Bill Morandi: 
radio or music player
   Listening to tunes helps keep each of these 
chemists pumped about the molecules they’re 
building. Much to the chagrin of his coworkers, 
Morandi recalls, “I was literally listening at least 
once a day to the same old Radiohead album—‘OK 
Computer’—when I was still working in the lab.”

LILI    He:
Raman spectrometer
   This is the “central tool” 
He’s lab uses to detect 
contaminants in food.  
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 Research at a glance 
  As a postdoc, Narayan modifi ed the active site of a P450 enzyme so that it could add 
hydroxyl groups to unnatural substrates. To do so, she tweaked the amino acids in the 
active site to make it roomier and inserted a chemical arm to orient unnatural sub-
strates, such as menthol, for catalysis. 

Alison 
Narayan
Codename:

Enzyme Mastermind

Vitals
Current affiliation:   
University of Michigan
   Age:  32
   Ph.D. alma mater:  Universi-
ty of California, Berkeley
   In a world without chem-
istry, I would be:  a lawyer. “I 
really like constitutional law. 
Growing up, I dreamed of be-
coming a judge and eventual-
ly a Supreme Court justice.”
   Advice for young scientists: 
 “Be bold in your ideas, experi-
ments, and aspirations.” 

  L
ike a spy master who convinces an 
evil agent to work for the good guys, 
  Alison Narayan  wants to turn the 
enzymes used by cyanobacteria to 

produce a life-threatening paralysis poison—saxi-
toxin—into machines that build lifesaving drugs.

    The enzymes that make saxitoxin have exqui-
site chemistry skills, including the enviable ability 
to install oxygen groups in hard-to-reach places 
on complex carbon molecules. That task is partic-
ularly hard for synthetic chemists but is also really 
important for drug development—those oxygen 
groups can modify a molecule’s biological activity.

    Narayan isn’t the first chemist to try to make 
enzymes do her bidding. Protein engineers spend 
months, even years, rejiggering a protein to 
perform a single task on a single substrate. But 
Narayan’s plan is to coax enzymes into doing 
sophisticated chemistry on a wide variety of sub-
strates. To accomplish that, she wants to mine 
microbial genomes for enzymes with interesting 
chemistry skills, engineer the enzymes to work 
across more kinds of substrates, and eventually 
incorporate the enzymes into traditional synthe-
ses to more efficiently build complex molecules.

    During her postdoc at the University of Mich-
igan with David H. Sherman, Narayan proved the 
idea works. She engineered a cytochrome P450 
enzyme to install hydroxyl groups on hard-to-
access parts of menthol and other carbon rings, 
which are not the enzyme’s natural substrate.

    Now with her own group, Narayan has her eye 
on saxitoxin. The deadly molecule indiscriminate-
ly attacks all nine types of voltage-gated sodium 
channels, membrane proteins essential for pro-
ducing electrical signals in brain, heart, and mus-
cle cells. Making saxitoxin specific to just one type 
of voltage-gated sodium channel could lead to a 
nonaddictive painkiller, new chemotherapies, or 
drugs for neurodegenerative diseases. Narayan’s 
current challenge is to tweak the enzymes that 
make saxitoxin so they install oxygens in slightly 
different locations on the poisonous scaffold.

    Narayan says there’s a treasure trove of en-
zymes to be mined from the newly sequenced ge-
nomes of many microorganisms—enzymes that 
can decorate carbon molecules in ways a synthet-
ic organic chemist can only dream of.  —  SARAH 
EVERTS   
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 Research at a glance

Renã 
Robinson
Codename:

Proteomics Provocateur

Vitals
Current affiliation:   
University of Pittsburgh 
    Age:  36 
    Ph.D. alma mater:  Indiana 
University
 Role model:  Rather than 
name one person, Robinson 
cites many female chemists 
in analytical chemistry and 
mass spectrometry she’s met 
throughout her career “who 
are reachable examples of 
how it’s possible to main-
tain a successful research 
program and a life with your 
family outside the lab.” 
    In a world without chem-
istry, I would be:  a travel 
writer and blogger, “traveling 
the world to find the best 
nontourist insider places to 
visit.” 

  R
enã   Robinson  is not one of those 
people who knew as a child that 
she wanted to be a chemist. She 
majored in chemistry because it 

seemed like a straightforward path to becom-
ing a cardiac surgeon—a reaction to losing 
her father to heart complications while she 
was in middle school. But an internship con-
vinced her that she didn’t want to hold that 
level of responsibility for someone’s life liter-
ally in her hands.

    So she wound up in graduate school 
instead. While at Indiana University, she 
focused on examining the protein makeup 
of fruit flies to understand how they age. In 
David Clemmer’s group, she was a pioneer 
in combining two techniques—ion mobility 
and time-of-flight mass spectrometry—for 
the large-scale analysis and identification of 
proteins. Because commercial instruments 
with this combination of methods weren’t 
yet available, these experiments “were any-
thing but routine,” Clemmer says.

    As a grad student, Robinson didn’t see a 
lot of people who looked like her, a fact that 
helped persuade her to go into academia. 
There, she thought she could address the lack 
of African American—especially female—
role models. “That gave me more purpose 
and more motivation,” she says.

    Now with her own lab at the University of 
Pittsburgh, Robinson continues to study ag-
ing and related neurodegenerative diseases. 
She’s particularly interested in finding out 
how the brain and other parts of the body in-
teract in Alzheimer’s, with the ultimate goal 
of identifying new therapeutic targets.

    To do that, she develops proteomics meth-
ods that enable her team to identify proteins 
that have been modified by oxygen or other 
reactive species. Within the next five years, 
she hopes to resolve a chicken-or-egg ques-
tion in Alzheimer’s: whether changes outside 
the brain, such as oxidative stress or metab-
olism changes, precede or are a response to 
changes in the brain. That information could 
help alter our perception of Alzheimer’s as 
just a brain disease and lead to new ways to 
monitor or treat it.  —  CELIA ARNAUD   

  Robinson wants to understand how proteins in the body 
respond to Alzheimer’s or warn of the disease’s onset. 
To achieve this, she uses isotopic labeling to tag proteins 
extracted from various tissues and then carries out pro-
teomics analysis on them. Although her ultimate goal is 
to work with human tissue, the example mass spectrum 
shown here displays peaks from mice with Alzheimer’s 
symptoms and healthy animals.  
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 Research at a glance
Spokoyny’s group has built light-activated functionalized carboranes to serve as 
metal-free catalysts. One of these catalysts, shown here, can activate tricky olefi ns 
such as isobutylene to make highly branched polymers. 

Alex 
Spokoyny
Codename:

Inorganic Architect

Vitals
Current affiliation:    UCLA 
    Age:  31 
    Ph.D. alma mater:  
Northwestern University 
    Role model:  “My grandfa-
ther, Yuri Spokoyny. He grew 
up in a poor Jewish family, 
survived World War II, and 
ultimately became a prolific 
electrical engineer in the 
Soviet Union.” 
    In a world without chemis-
try, I would be:  “A lawyer or 
barkeeper—I enjoy interact-
ing with people, and arguing 
with them sometimes.” 

  M
any scientists say that as a kid they 
always wanted to be a scientist. That 
wasn’t the case for UCLA’s   Alex 
Spokoyny . “Growing up in Russia in 

a family where my mom was a biologist and my 
dad was a physicist, there was always pressure to 
be a scientist,” Spokoyny says.

    Although he liked analyzing things, he was also 
a natural contrarian who would argue with his 
parents. Still, Spokoyny eventually compromised 
with his mom and dad, agreeing to attend a sci-
ence high school in Russia. While there, a funny 
thing happened: He got hooked on chemistry.

    “There’s a Russian saying: ‘Sometimes the 
appetite comes during the meal.’ It was really the 
experimental side of chemistry that captured my 
interest.”

    Spokoyny has been hungry ever since. From his 
undergraduate days through his postdoc, Spokoyny 
has studied a vast array of chemical systems, in-
cluding boron-based clusters with therapeutic po-
tential, metal-organic framework compounds that 
separate gases, and methods to modify proteins.

    He’s now integrating that collective wisdom 
into something distinctly his own—what he 
calls “organomimetic” chemistry. “We still have 
limited chemical building blocks for making 
compounds,” Spokoyny says. The goal of his lab 
is to develop boron-based inorganic clusters as 
three-dimensional alternatives to conventional 
“flat” organic molecules.

    Decorating the clusters with various function-
al groups to manipulate their properties allows 
researchers to do new and interesting chemistry. 
For example, adding aryl ether groups and then 
activating the clusters with light enables them to 
jump-start polymerizations without expensive 
metal-based catalysts. The possibilities for or-
ganomimetic chemistry are vast, Spokoyny says, 
and could include a more versatile approach to 
converting sunlight into electricity and the devel-
opment of highly selective cancer therapies.

    “Alex is one of the most accomplished, mature, 
visionary young scientists I’ve ever met,” says 
Northwestern University’s Chad A. Mirkin, one 
of Spokoyny’s former advisers. “He has a better 
understanding of chemical reactions and how to 
harness them than most full professors.”  —  STEVE 
RITTER   
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Research at a glance
Using a technique he developed—combined fl uorescence spectroscopy/superresolution 
imaging—Xu collects the light emitted by various dye molecules tagging a cell. This light 
gets passed through a prism, which separates fl uorescence into its spectral components, 
revealing the cell’s structural and chemical details. (The parts shown in these mammalian 
cells include peroxisomes, yellow, and mitochondria, violet.)

Ke Xu
Codename:

Image Interrogator

Vitals
Current affiliation: Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley
Age: 33
Ph.D. alma mater: California 
Institute of Technology
Role model: Richard Feyn-
man. “A perfect example of 
how one can be both adven-
turous and down-to-earth, 
theoretical and practical, a 
great researcher and a great 
teacher.”
In a world without chemis-
try, I would be: “a musician 
or a computer programmer.”

O
n his first day as a graduate 
student in Jim Heath’s group 
at Caltech, Ke Xu was handed 
a paper that was about to be 

submitted for publication. “I got a long note 
the next morning saying the theory part was 
not quite right,” Heath remembers. At first, 
Heath thought, “What chutzpah!” But then 
he realized that Xu was right.

Xu’s name was added to the paper and 
the chemist has been on the fast track ever 
since. In the three years since starting his 
own lab at the University of California, 
Berkeley, he has already made important 
contributions to the field of superresolution 
microscopy, advances that allow him to gen-
erate Technicolor images of the structural 
details of cells.

One of Xu’s contributions was to combine 
fluorescence spectroscopy with superres-
olution microscopy so that researchers can 
distinguish between components in a cell 
that are less than 10 nm apart. To use the 
technique, Xu tags the components with dyes 
or proteins that have slightly different fluo-
rescence spectra. That allows him to see, for 
the first time, multiple components in a cell 
simultaneously at a previously unachievable 
resolution. “We can easily do multicolor 
imaging for four colors at the same time,” Xu 
says. His lab has already used the method to 
create a model of the ladderlike arrangement 
of structural proteins in axons, which are 
part of nerve fibers.

In another contribution to the field, Xu’s 
group figured out a way to do superresolu-
tion fluorescence imaging and electron mi-
croscopy on the exact same cells. Previously, 
researchers would have had to use different 
samples to capture cellular details with both 
methods, which can make images difficult 
to correlate and conclusions tough to nail 
down.

Xu plans to use the methods he’s devel-
oped to probe the internal structure and dy-
namics of cells at nanometer resolution. The 
combination should help him understand the 
inner workings of cells.

“Since he’s gotten to Berkeley, he’s done 
two beautiful experiments that have pushed 
the field forward,” Heath says. “And this 
is not an empty field. This is a crowded 
field.” —  CELIA ARNAUD  
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Talented 12 class of 2015:

Where are they now?

Brad Olsen
MIT

Olsen reports that his group published 
its first paper on loop defects in polymer 
networks in Physical Review Letters (DOI: 
10.1103/physrevlett.116.188302).

Tobias Erb
Max Planck Institute for 
Terrestrial Microbiology

Erb’s team successfully 
engineered enzymes 
to pull CO2 from the 
atmosphere and effi-
ciently convert it into 
useful carbon-based 
compounds.

Luke Lavis
Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute’s Janelia 
Research Campus
“After a year of heavy traveling and writing 
papers, I finally got back into the lab and 
made some dyes with my own hands.”

Matt MacDonald
Air Products & Chemicals

MacDonald tells us he’s been whipping up 
new silicon-based compounds to build mi-
croelectronic devices with three-dimensional 
memory technology.

Troy Lister
Spero Therapeutics

Lister disclosed his company’s lead drug 
candidate, SPR741, for the first time at a 
meeting in Boston. SPR741 is a molecule 
that disrupts the outer membrane of resis-
tant bacteria so that antibiotics can sneak in 
and attack.

Denis Malyshev
Top secret start-up

“I got a job at a biotech company that I’m 
super stoked about.” The firm is still in 
stealth mode, though, so Malyshev wouldn’t 
name names.

Kami Hull
University of Illinois, 
Urbana-Champaign

Hull reports that her lab has “successfully 
done both directed and undirected anti-Mar-
kovnikov-selective amination” this year. 
(Translation for nonorganickers: They’ve 
achieved both tight and loose control over 
a reaction that adds amines to the most 
crowded carbon in a carbon-carbon double 
bond.)

Hosea Nelson
UCLA

“My lab ran its first experiment. It worked!” 
Nelson says. The organic chemist adds that 
he also taught his first classes ever. “The 
second class was 100 times better than the 
first.”

Karen 
Havenstrite
Tangible Science

Havenstrite says her firm was issued two 
patents and received U.S. Food & Drug Ad-
ministration clearance for its contact lens 
technology, which helps treat dry eye.

Emily Balskus
Harvard

“I graduated my 
first class of Ph.D. 
students this year!”

Jacob Hooker
Harvard Medical School
Hooker celebrated his first graduate student 
getting her Ph.D. And the radiochemist will 
soon celebrate the birth of his second child, 
in mid-September.

Matt Kanan
Stanford

Kanan pointed us to a paper his team pub-
lished in Nature on a reaction that uses 
simple molten salts to convert greenhouse 
gas CO2 into building blocks for making a 
type of polyester plastic (DOI: 10.1038/
nature17185). 

Changing the world with feats of chemistry takes 

a while. So we asked our inaugural class what 

they’ve been up to this past year. No pressure.

Here, Erb (left) 
celebrates the feat 
with grad student 
Thomas Schwander. 
“Put your helmets on, 
we are going to cycle 
CO2!”

Balskus, a 
microbial 
metabolism expert, 
poses with Hitomi 
Nakamura (left) 
and Smaranda 
Bodea (right).


